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Attempt any four questions out of following five questions. All Que carry equal marks.
Q.1
ANS

What is control system? Write difference between open loop & Close loop Control
system with Example and Diagram.

Q.2
ANS

Explain Force-Voltage Analogy.

Q.3

writes the advantage and disadvantage of close loop control system .Drive an expression
for close loop gain.
ANS

Q.4

Simplify the Block diagram given below and obtain the transfer function?

ANS

Q.5

The signal flow graph of a system is shown in figure .find the transfer function?

ANS
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Note: Attempt any four questions out of five questions.
Attempt any four questions out of following five questions

Q.1 Design Digital PAM formats (line coding) for given data.

Q.2 Explain Base-Band and pass-Band transmission in details.
Ans. Communication systems can be classified into two groups depending on the
range of frequencies they use to transmit information. These communication
systems are classified into BASEBAND or PASSBAND system.
Baseband transmission sends the information signal as it is without modulation
(without frequency shifting) while passband transmission shifts the signal to be
transmitted in frequency to a higher frequency and then transmits it, where at the
receiver the signal is shifted back to its original frequency. Almost all sources of
information generate baseband signals.
Baseband signals are those that have frequencies relatively close to zero such as
the human voice (20 Hz – 5 kHz) and the video signal from a TV camera (0 Hz –
5.5 MHz). The telephone system used for homes and offices, for example, may
transmit the baseband audio signal as it is when the call is local (from your home
to your neighbor’s home). However, when the telephone call is a long–distance
call that is transmitted via microwave or satellite links, the baseband audio signal
becomes unsuitable for transmission and the communication system becomes a
passband system.
Similarly, transmitting the video signal from your camera to your TV using a wire
represents a baseband communication while transmitting that video signal via
satellites passband transmission. Therefore, baseband transmission, which is easier
than passband transmission, is usually used when communicating over wires, while
over–the–air transmission requires passband transmission. Notice that even over
wires, the transmission may be passband transmission in specific applications.
Baseband signals are transmitted without modulation, that is, without any shift in
the range of frequencies of the signal, and are low frequency - contained within the
“base” band of frequencies from close to 0 hertz up to a higher cut-off frequency or
maximum bandwidth.
Baseband can be synonymous with lowpass or non-modulated, and is differentiated
from passband, bandpass, carrier-modulated, intermediate frequency, or radio
frequency (RF).
A passband is in contrast to baseband, whatsoever the range of frequencies or
wavelengths can “pass” through a filter. For example, a radio receiver contains a
bandpass filter to select the frequency of the desired radio signal out of all the radio
waves by its antenna. Hence the passband of a receiver is the range of frequencies
it can receive.

Q.3 A DMS emits 4 messages with probabilities 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/8 respectively find following
parameter.
(a) Total amount of information (b) Entropy
(c)Information Rate

d) Efficiency by Using Shannon fano code

Q.4 A DMS generates 5 messages with probabilities 0.4,0.19,0.16,0.15,0.1
respectively. Find Entropy and efficiency by using HUFFMAN coding.
ANS

Q.5 write short notes on;
A) ISI;- Unlike analog signals, which are usually smooth in nature, digital signals
are composed of pulses with often vertical transitions. The fact that digital signals
sometimes have vertical transitions increases their bandwidth significantly since it
requires infinite bandwidth to represent a signal with vertical transitions.
Compare for example the bandwidth of two baseband signals given by a sine wave
with frequency 0f and a square wave with frequency 0f . The sine wave has a
single frequency component at 0f Hz. However, the square wave has infinite
frequency components at 0f and integer multiples of it. If we consider the
bandwidth of a signal to be the minimum frequency that encloses all frequency
components of the signal (the signal has no frequency components at all above that
frequency), then the sine wave will have a bandwidth of 0f Hz because it has no
frequency components above that frequency, while the square wave has an infinite
bandwidth because it theoretically has frequency components that extend to
infinity.
The fact that any communication system has limited bandwidth to transmit digital
data indicates that certainly a transmitted square pulse will be received differently
at the receiver as the channel will filter some components of it. The difference
depends on how narrow the bandwidth of the channel compared to the symbol rate
in the signal. The effect of filtering part of the transmitted signal by the channel on
the quality of the received signal may be significant that a phenomenon called
“Intersymbol Interference (ISI)” occurs.

B) Channel capacity;How much data will a channel/medium carry in one second or what is the data rate
supported by the channel? Any discussion about the design of a communication
system will be incomplete without mentioning Shannon’s Theorem. Shannon’s
information theory tells us the amount of information a channel can carry. In other
words it specifies the capacity of the channel. The theorem can be stated in simple
terms as follows






A given communication system has a maximum rate of information C
known as the channel capacity
If the transmission information rate R is less than C, then the data
transmission in the presence of noise can be made to happen with arbitrarily
small error probabilities by using intelligent coding techniques
To get lower error probabilities, the encoder has to work on longer blocks
of signal data. This entails longer delays and higher computational
requirements.

Shannon – Hartley Equation
Shannon-Hartley equation relates the maximum capacity (transmission bit rate)
that can be achieved over a given channel with certain noise characteristics and
bandwidth. For an AWGN the maximum capacity is given by)
C=Blog2(1+SN)→(1)C=Blog2(1+SN)→(1)
Here (C) is the maximum capacity of the channel in bits/second otherwise
called Shannon’s capacity limit for the given channel, (B) is the bandwidth of the
channel in Hertz, (S) is the signal power in Watts and (N) is the noise power, also
in Watts. The ratio (S/N) is called Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). It can be
ascertained that the maximum rate at which we can transmit the information
without any error, is limited by the bandwidth, the signal level, and the noise level.
It tells how many bits can be transmitted per second without errors over a channel
of bandwidth (B \; Hz), when the signal power is limited to (S \; Watts) and is
exposed to Gaussian White (uncorrelated) Noise ((N \; Watts)) of additive nature.
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Q.1 How many flag in MP 8085. Explain ?
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Subject Code: 6EC2A
Max. Marks: 20

Q.2 Draw and Explain the block diagram of microprocessor 8085.
ANS:-

Q.3 Explain the function of general purpose register, program counter and accumulator in the architecture of
MP 8085.
ANS:-

Q.4 Explain addressing modes of microprocessor 8085 with examples.

Q.5 Explain the instructions MOV A, M , SHLD A000 H, LDA DADA H with addressing Mode flag effect and
machine cycle.
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